What is AcuSense Technology?
AcuSense is an intelligent video analysis technology based on deep learning
algorithms, which detects targets and classifies them into human, vehicle and
others. It helps to produce reliable alarms for users.
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Why New AcuSense NVR?
Enjoying high decoding performance and advanced functions
with Hikvision’s new AcuSense NVR.

16-ch @ 1080p
Live view and play back 16 channels for 1080p
simultaneously.
You won’t miss every details of each
channels because of switching processes
during live view.
Saving your time obviously when playback.

False Alarm Reduction
Your valuable time is worth focusing on
human/ vehicle events, other false
alarms will be highly reduced.
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Quick Target Search
Extraction of valuable data, saving time
with target video searching.

Face Search
Human Body Detection
Vehicle Search

Face Recognition
Face detection and recognition
Face capacity: 10000 pics (150M)
Face library: 16 libraries
Face recognition and false alarm
reduction can not available at the same
time

Product Showcase

Decoding Capability
16-ch @ 1080p (30fps)

DS-7608NXI-I2(/8P)/S
DS-7616NXI-I2(/16P)/S

Smart Functions
4-ch @ 1080p for false alarm reduction
Quick target search of human and
vehicle file
1-ch facial reorganisation up to 8MP

DS-7716NXI-I4(/16P)/S

Video Output
2 HDMI and 1 VGA output
HDMI1/HDMI2 independent output

DS-7732NXI-I4(/16P)/S

Product Solution
For saving your time and convenient experience, it is highly recommended to
upgrade system to realize false alarm reduction and quick target search.
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4 channels for human and vehicle
detection by NVR

4 channels for human and vehicle
detection by NVR

Quick target search

Human and vehicle detection by cameras

Hik-Connect notification pushing

Strobe light and audio alarm protection
(optional)
Quick target search
Hik-Connect notification pushing

